Industrial Revolution:

Know the following terms:

a. Assembly Lines
b. Capitalism
c. Collective Bargaining
d. Cottage Industry (Putting-out System)
e. Crop Rotation System
f. Enclosure System
g. Flying Shuttle
h. Interchangeable Parts
i. Laissez-Faire Economics
j. Natural Resources
k. Socialism
l. Spinning Jenny
m. Steam Engine
n. Steam Locomotive
o. Subsistent
p. Unions
q. Urbanization

1. Be able to identify the following important people:
   a. Adam Smith
   b. Robert Fulton
c. Karl Marx
d. James Hargreaves
e. Eli Whitney
f. Henry Bessemer
g. James Watt
h. Edward Jenner
i. Thomas Edison
2. Be able to identify the following concepts:

a. At the beginning of this time period, what was the result of landowners learning how to better use their land and grow food?

b. Name at least 3 reasons why industrialization began in Britain.

c. In addition to technology, what was mostly needed to lead to industrialization?

d. Which British industry was first impacted by technology and ultimately helped to drive the Industrial Revolution?

e. How did railroads help to spur industrial growth?

f. How did the Agricultural Revolution lead to the Industrial Revolution?

g. What impact did technological advances have on industry?

h. What was the major source of energy before the Industrial Revolution?

i. Why did parents accept the concept of child labor?

j. Name at least 3 ways British farmers increased their food production in the 1700's.

k. Why was coal important in the early stages of the Industrial Revolution?

l. How were women viewed during this time period? Did they work outside the home? If yes, how many hours did they work?

m. What was the result of industrialization in the textile industry?

n. Which group of people benefitted the most during the Industrial Revolution?

o. What two countries became the industrial leaders in the late 19th century (1800's)?

p. How were the living conditions described in the slums of cities?

q. Why did some of the skilled craftsmen protest the changes brought about by the Industrial Revolution?

r. What were some of the challenges faced by quickly growing industrial cities?